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Evidence of Hamas Crimes Submitted to the Commission of Inquiry

The mandate of the Commission of Inquiry on the “2018 protests in the Occupied Palestinian Territory” (COI), enshrined in Resolution S-28/1, is prejudicial and one-sided. It focuses on Israel’s alleged “military assaults” on “civilian protests.” Nevertheless, the COI cannot ignore Hamas’s alleged violations.

The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights recently reminded members of fact-finding missions that the “professional obligations of all United Nations personnel require independence, impartiality and objectivity. This means in principle that the investigation should cast a wide net and give no consideration to who gets caught in it.”1

In this regard, we note that in his oral update to the 39th session of the Human Rights Council, COI chairman Santiago Canton said “We wish to stress again that the Commission is approaching its mandate without any preconceived ideas and will base its findings on a solid, objective assessment of the information verified. We will go where the evidence leads us.”

We hope this statement was sincere and that, unlike previous commissions of inquiry on Israel, this COI will address Hamas’s many violations of international law, including the following evidence that we submitted to the COI:

Incitement to terrorism and genocide by Hamas leaders

- **Hamas Gaza leader Yehya Sinwar shouts:** “We will tear down the border and we will tear out their hearts from their bodies.” *Al-Jazeera*, April 6, 2018.2
- **Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh says:** “Palestine and Jerusalem belong to us…We will break the walls of the blockade, remove the occupation entity and return to all of Palestine.” *Times of Israel*, April 9, 2018.3
- **Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh says:** “Our people will outnumber the occupation and force it from our land.” *Chicago Tribune*, April 20, 2018.4
- **Hamas Gaza leader Yehya Sinwar rallies the crowd:** “We would rather die as martyrs than die out of oppression and humiliation…We are ready to die, and tens of thousands will die with us.” *New York Times*, May 9, 2018.5
- **Hamas official Fathi Hamad calls on Muslims:** “to kill ‘Zionist Jews’ wherever they find them.” *Times of Israel*, July 26, 2018.6

---

Indiscriminate attacks on civilians

- “Sons of Zouari” kite-burning unit proclaims: “Not dozens, but hundreds of kites will be flown toward the enemies, burning their crops, and causing them confusion and panic, Allah willing.” Al-Jazeera and Wattan News Agency, April 18-20, 2018.7
- Arson terrorists launch explosive balloons into Israel, setting fire to Israeli fields. Palestinian sources, May 2018.8
- Hamas’s military wing directs arson terrorism. IDF and Palestinian sources, June 2018.9 In January 2019, Hamas renews funding for kite unit. Times of Israel, January 9, 2019.10
- Gaza incendiary balloons land in Israeli kindergartens. Ynet, July 17, 201811; Haaretz, November 1, 2018.12

Concealing combatants among ostensibly civilian protests

- Palestinian rioters cross security fence and set fire to IDF installation. Palestinian sources, May 22, 2018.13
- Rioters throw objects with sling shots near border fence under cover of heavy smoke. Hamas, May 14, 2018.14
- Gazan armed with an ax attempts to cross into Israel and is shot dead by Israeli forces. Haaretz, June 4, 2018.15
- Hamas snipers shoot at IDF patrol, killing soldier, under cover of “return march.” Hamas. July 20, 2018.16
- Terrorists plant IEDs at border fence under cover of “return march.” Times of Israel, Sep. 14, 2018.17

---

11 Matan Tzuri, Incendiary balloon falls on kindergarten during kids’ playtime, YNET (July 17, 2018), https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-5311701,00.html.
Using child soldiers

- Photos of children actively participating in border violence, using sling-shots and transporting tires. *Ynet*, April 23, 2018.\(^{18}\)
- Sixteen-year-old Saadi Abu Salah, killed at the border, eulogized by Hamas as “heroic shaheed,” after he burned tires, threw stones, sabotaged fence, and clashed with IDF. *Shehab Facebook page*, May 16, 2018.\(^{19}\)
- Photo of young boy learning to use a sling-shot posted to Hamas Twitter account. *Hamas*, May 26, 2018.\(^{20}\)
- Thirteen-year-old Yasser Abu al-Naja is killed at border while attempting to cut fence as part of the Tire and Fence Cutting Unit. *Hamas and other media sources*, June 29-30, 2018.\(^{21}\)
- Children cutting border fence with wire cutters under cover of heavy smoke. *Palestinian sources*, September 24, 2018.\(^{22}\)
- Children at front lines hang onto security fence and throw rocks at IDF vehicles along border. *Palestinian sources*, Jan. 11, 2019.\(^{23}\)

Using human shields, including women and children

- Palestinian rioters use children for cover as they attack Israeli forces, and involve children by having them bring tires and throw objects. *IDF video footage*, May 5, 2018.\(^{24}\)
- Women participate in riots using sling shots, and transporting burning tires near fence. *Hamas Twitter*, May 11-14, 2018.\(^{25}\)
- Rioter captured by Israel admitted Hamas’s use of human shields: “They [Hamas] tell women to go forward. ‘You are a woman, go forward, the army does not shoot women.’ They tell young children to go forward ‘the army does not shoot young children.’ They tell the child to go forward, and he does. They trick him.” *IDF*, May 16, 2018.\(^{26}\)

---

20 @PalinfoAr, Twitter (May 26, 2018 6:58 PM), https://twitter.com/PalinfoAr/status/1000556821088817158.
22 @Jtruzmah, Twitter (Sep. 24, 2018 3:05 PM), https://twitter.com/Jtruzmah/status/1044347092498444289.
23 @Jtruzmah, Twitter (Jan. 11, 2019 8:12 AM), https://twitter.com/Jtruzmah/status/1083758587262840024; @Jtruzmah, Twitter (Jan. 11, 2019 8:24 AM), https://twitter.com/Jtruzmah/status/10837615234233216.
24 @IDF, Twitter (May 5, 2018, 10:16 AM), https://twitter.com>IDF/status/992815363581775872.
25 @PalinfoAr, Twitter (May 11, 2018 11:44 AM), https://twitter.com/PalinfoAr/status/995011688746205184; @PalinfoAr, Twitter (May 14, 2018 6:52 PM), https://twitter.com/PalinfoAr/status/99620668776981504.
26 @IDF, Twitter (May 16, 2018 10:04 AM), https://twitter.com>IDF/status/99679851249598465.
Hamas leader Yehya Sinwar admits use of women and children as human shields: “When we decided to embark on these marches, we decided to turn that which is most dear to us – the bodies of our women and children – into a dam blocking the collapse in Arab reality.” Al Jazeera, May 16, 2018.  


Attacking humanitarian aid

- Palestinian rioters set fire to Kerem Shalom crossing. Times of Israel, May 14, 2018.

The above information was submitted to the COI. We trust that it will all be included in the report.

---


28 @cogatonline, TWITTER (Jan. 11, 2019, 12:12 PM), https://twitter.com/cogatonline/status/1083818967725211654; @Jruzmah, Twitter (Jan. 11, 2019, 10:17 AM), https://twitter.com/Jruzmah/status/1083790027023241216.

